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On the occasion of the fiftieth anniversary of the opening of the Second Vatican Council, we
call on all other members of the People of God to assess the situation in our church.

Many of the key insights of Vatican II have not at all, or only partially, been implemented.
This has been due to resistance in some quarters, but also to a measure of ambiguity that
remained unresolved in certain Council documents.

A principal source of presentday stagnation lies in misundertanding and abuse affecting the
exercise of authority in our Church. Specifically, the following issues require urgent redress:

The role of the papacy needs to be clearly redefined in line with Christ's intentions. As
supreme pastor, unifier and prime witness to faith, the pope contributes substantially to the
health of the universal church. However, his authority may never obscure, diminish or
suppress the authentic authority directly given by Christ to all members of the people of God.

Bishops are vicars of Christ, not vicars of the pope. They carry immediate responsibility for
people in their dioceses, and joint responsibility, with other bishops and the pope, for the
worldwide community of faith.

The central synod of bishops should assume a more decisive role in planning and guiding the
maintenance and growth of faith within our complex world. To execute its task, the synod of
bishops needs to be given appropriate structures.

The Second Vatican Council prescribed collegiality and coresponsibility on all levels. This
has not been realised. Priestly senates and pastoral councils, as envisaged by the Council,
should involve the faithful more directly in decisionmaking concerning the formulation of
doctrine, the running of the pastoral ministry and evangelization in secular society.

The abuse of choosing for leadership offices in the church only candidates of a particular
mindset, should be eradicated. Instead, new norms should be laid down and supervised to
ensure that elections to such offices are conducted in a fair, transparent and, to the extent
possible, democratic fashion.

The Roman curia requires a more radical reform, in line with the instructions and vision of
Vatican II. The curia should be retained for its useful administrative and executive roles.

The Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith should be assisted by international commissions
of experts who have been independently chosen for their professional competence.

These are by no means all the changes that may be required. We also realise that the
implementation of such structural revisions will need to be worked out in detail according to the
possibilities and limitations of present and future circumstances. However, we stress that the seven
reforms outlined above are urgent and their implementation should be started immediately.

The exercise of authority in our church should emulate the standards of openness,
accountability and democracy achieved in modern society. Leadership should be seen to be
honest and credible; inspired by humility and service; breathing concern for people rather
than preoccupation with rules and discipline; radiating a Christ who makes us free; and
listening to Christ's Spirit who speaks and acts through each and every person.
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The cosignatories of the declaration

Thank you for electing me to the Chair for another
twelve months. I believe we live in very interesting
times as far as the Church is concerned. As shown by
the “A Call To Action” meeting in early October there
are a lot of Catholics who want to be involved in
building a Church that genuinely adheres to the
wishes of the Bishops gathered in Rome at Vatican II.
Frank, Colin and Pam render wonderful service in
producing this magazine four times a year. Do tell
your friends about it and CCC. We will welcome
them to membership or alternatively as subscribers to
Renew. Please contact Simon for more information.

And now for my reflection:

“The children of this world are far more astute in
their dealings with their own kind than are the
children of light.” (Jesus’ comment recorded in
Luke 16.)

For some months I have been reading various
books about the decades which led up to the
Second Vatican Council and commentaries on what
has happened at the grassroots in the Church in the
last hundred or so years. Why, I keep asking
myself would there be such an exodus from the
pews when the message seemed so good?

There seem to be many reasons why Catholics
and Christians in general have drifted away from
organised religious observance. Although our
church leadership would have us believe that we
‘naughty’ girls and boys have become worldlier
and somehow anti Catholic /Christian, this
opinion is not reflected in my own experience. It
seems to me that people are very keen to talk
about spiritual matters and build relationship
with God. Why then are the pews emptying?

In October I attended two very enjoyable and
informative occasions.

The Board of the International Federation for a
Renewed Catholic Ministry invited me to attend
their meeting in London as a participating guest.
They are currently reviewing their mission and
strategy. I was pleased to hear that they
appreciate that there are a many ministries to be
applauded among the People of God, far beyond
the purely sacerdotal one. One remark that struck
me with some force was from Bp Bill Manseau
who commented that Vatican II urged Catholics to
get involved with secular society in order to
enrich it and help it manifest the love, justice
and humility which God requires of us all.

The Celebration of the Golden Jubilee of the
opening of Vatican II, kindly arranged by Simon,
was held in the opulent surroundings of the
Lansdowne Club in central London. Three
eminent scholars addressed the study day and
over 50 of us stayed to dine together before
listening to John Wilkins, the former Editor of
The Tablet. I was particularly interested in
Professor Anthony Padovano’s presentation
about the revolution that has taken place in the
world and the Church in the last 50 years.

I pondered the words of the Pastor and the
Theologian.

Surely the reason why the pews have emptied is
that elements in the Church leadership have been
allowed to stifle and reverse the great prophetic
event inaugurated by Blessed Pope John XXIII.
He could see that the modern world needed to have
a Church that was relevant to it. Society was
changing, leaving authoritarianism, tyranny and
totalitarianism behind. Democracy, dialogue,
debate and discussion were becoming the order of
the day rather than intimidation and censure. The
Universal Declaration of Human Rights amplifies
the Golden Rule (Jesus’ rule) in today’s world. Do
have a look at the mosaic based on a painting by
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 It is inspirational?

In a world that aspires for individuals to live in
harmony together; where the dignity of both men
and women of all ages, whatever their nationality,
religion or orientation is recognised, a religion that
proclaims just the opposite will die out. Among
people who are literate and educated the glaring
example of the corruption of the teaching and
example of Jesus will be seen for what it is. If

good Catholics cannot enter into dialogue over the
perversions they see around them in the Church,
they will find other outlets for their Godgiven
kindness, generosity, talents and inspiration.

The Sacred Pastors, if they have the courage,
have it in their hands to do something about the
haemorrhage. Ostracising those who seek to
open debate on issues of concern to the people of
God is not the way forward.

Valerie J Stroud

Pope Benedict XVI, although renowned for his
mastery of many languages, has received too
little credit for ensuring that Latin remains a
vibrant living language, especially for priests in
the twentyfirst century. Extensive Vatican
research shows that Latin as the clerical lingua
franca has been in steep decline. Tim Kington in
his Guardian article of 1 September, ‘Amo,
amas…a mousemat?’ has drawn attention to
some of the invaluable updatings in the Latin
Lexicon of 2003. The internet is hailed fittingly
as inter rete. An email trills lightly off the tongue
as inscriptio cursus electronici, while a parachute
is very logically rendered umbrella descensoria.
It is in the realm of female fashion that the

dictionary really comes into its own. Costume
historians have long relied on the very detailed
descriptions of female fashions, embedded in
clerical fulminations, down the ages. Now the
clergy of different native languages will no longer
be at a loss to describe items of female attire such
as hot pants, now delightfully rendered,
brevissimae bracae (breeches) femineae. Some
Catholics have dared to criticise the Vatican for
being out of touch with the modern world. With
our clergy now enabled to discuss learnedly in
Latin the merits or demerits of hot pants, no one
can now complain that the Vatican has failed to
enter the twentyfirst century.

Priestly Latin Renewed

John Mackrell
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Celebrating Vatican II
Study Day October 13 2012
Chair's opening remarks

Clifford Longley

I should like to begin by trying to set today's
reflections in their modern context, and to bear in
mind the need not just to look back but to look
forward. In this way I hope to steer round the
subject matter of our major contributions today,
and avoid trespassing on their territory. Talking
about Vatican II is not just talking about
yesterday, but about today and tomorrow.

Cardinal Basil Hume had a vibrant metaphor for
the post Vatican II church. He likened it to a
caravan of the People of God on pilgrimage,
strung out across the desert. Those at the front
shouted “faster” while those at the back cried
“slow down”, while outriders explored
alternative ways to go and tried to steer the
caravan to left or right.

The Second Vatican Council was never likely to be
the last word about anything. It instituted reforms,
but it also instituted an expectation of continuous
reform. Now, I am unhappy with the view that
Vatican II laid out a blue print for a modernised
church, and all we had to do was to follow certain
steps and we would get there. It was never a route
to a promised land. The work was semper
purificanda, which means a work in progress.

There is a disappointment narrative about Vatican
II, a "hermeneutic of betrayal", which says
simply that we were offered a vision of a new
church, which was promptly snatched away from
us by the people it threatened. This feeling is
summed up in the protest  “We was robbed!”
But reform always was going to be an
unpredictable process with uncertain outcomes. I
don’t think that hermeneutical of betrayal is very
helpful. It does in any case have an expiry date.
In any case, people have adapted their own ways
of coping. The generation that did not live
through the era of the Council know it only as
history, and they are now the great majority of
Catholics alive today. They have worked out their
own way of being Catholic.

A Tablet editorial earlier this year reflected on
what it called “normative dissent”, using Ireland
as an example, remarking that “new survey of
grassroots opinion indicates that the typical Irish
Catholic no longer accepts church teaching on a
range of issues, mainly to do with sex and
gender. Yet in terms of religious observance, they
remain some of the most committed Catholics in
Europe. But committed to what? The survey
suggests that church teaching in these areas is no
longer regarded as normative, and dissent from it
as exceptional. The true position is almost the

reverse: it is no longer seen as dissent, but as
normal. It would be strange if that snapshot of the
sensus fidelium were peculiar to Ireland. All the
evidence, including surveys conducted in Britain,
suggests it is not.”

And as The Tablet also remarked, it is extremely
difficult for the Church’s leadership to know how
to react to this situation without making it worse.
Fulminating against it only gets you so far. What
appears to have happened as an indirect
consequence is the decline of any sense of the
laity being subordinate to the hierarchy. I have to
say I do not think it is a good and effective
pastoral strategy to treat grownup people like
children, or even, as in the United States, to try
and tell nuns what they should or should not
think. It won’t work. These are not the ways
forward towards the creation of a mature laity.

But here we need a word of warning. To define
the laity as simply those outside the Church’s
control, or as those in opposition to the way the
Church is currently governed, is a very
inadequate expression of what it means to be a
Christian, and a very anaemic fulfilment of the
commandment to love one’s neighbour as
oneself. Nor does it do justice to the ringing
declaration at the start of the Vatican Council
final document, Gaudium et Spes, known as The
Church in the Modern World:

“The joys and the hopes, the griefs and the
anxieties of the men of this age, especially those
who are poor or in any way afflicted, these are
the joys and hopes, the griefs and anxieties of the
followers of Christ. Indeed, nothing genuinely
human fails to raise an echo in their hearts. For
theirs is a community composed of human
beings. United in Christ, they are led by the Holy
Spirit in their journey to the Kingdom of their
Father and they have welcomed the news of
salvation which is meant for everyone . That is
why this community realizes that it is truly linked
with humanity and its history by the deepest of
bonds.”

In a recent visit to Mexico, Pope Benedict XVI
made an extraordinary remark. “It is not right
that laity should feel treated as if they hardly
count in the Church,” he said. “It is particularly
important for pastors to ensure that a spirit of
communion reigns among priests, religious and
the lay faithful, and that sterile divisions,
criticism and unhealthy mistrust are avoided.”
Well amen to that. Note that the Pope made two
points  one, that the laity were indeed now being
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treated as if they did not count; and two, that they
should not be so treated. “It is not right.”

That implies a much more equal relationship. If
the clergy and hierarchy continue to insist on the
traditional dichotomy  “they as the teachers and
leaders; we as the taught and the lead”  that
relationship of inequality will inevitably lead to
the “sterile divisions, criticism and unhealthy
mistrust” that the Pope deplored. In my
experience many priests have already grasped
that truth. They have experienced and rejected
the infantilisation of the laity that came from the
old priestpeople relationship based on a
downwards gradient of power and significance.
They want to be equal; indeed they want to serve
rather than be served.

It will only be after the recasting of these
relationships that the church will be prepared to
tackle the crisis I referred to at the beginning 
the widespread dissent from traditional church
teaching on sex and gender. It will mean for
example paying serious attention to what lay
Catholic women have to say about their
experience  their relationships, their status,
even their sexuality. I have long had the
impression that the two fundamental flaws in
Catholic sexual morality, for instance, were
first, that it was based on a very male idea of
what sex was about, and second, that it ignored
what we now believe to be the way sexual and
reproductive behaviour has evolved in our
species and the species that came before us.

What if human sexuality has evolved primarily not
as a reproductive device, more or less completed
once it results in pregnancy, but instead as a binding
mechanism, so that the growing human infant has
the benefit of the nurture and protection of two
parents throughout its extended childhood  a far
longer childhood than any other mammal, and
closely connected with the gradual development of
the human brain from infancy to maturity? What if
indeed. I do not think the Catholic Church has yet
reached the point where it would allow Darwin’s
Origin of Species to sit in judgement over Pope
Paul VI’s encyclical Humanae Vitae, but the time
will surely have to come.

I am fairly sure that time will not come this side
of an event which I am calling Vatican III, a
third Vatican Council  though it may be held
somewhere different from the last two. The
world has changed so considerably since 1965
that it is almost obvious that remedies deemed
appropriate 50 years ago would no longer be
much help to us now. Indeed, in what other
department of life would there by no real policy
rethink for half a century, on the assumption
that what was good enough for our grandparents
was good enough for us?

There is a bigger reason than that. I have a sense

that the long established model of bishops, priests
and laity isn’t working any more, and in fact both
sides are walking away from it. Do we allow it to
continue to reshape itself, or do we try to shore it
up? Events of the last ten years, especially the
scandal of child abuse, have moved us to a
different place and I do not see, or even want
there to be, a way back.

The problem, in a word, is clericalism. It isn’t
necessarily inherent in the basic structure of the
church. It owes rather more to the Counter
Reformation than to the Gospel. There is a
structural dimension to it, in that it traps
individuals in ways of being and seeing that they
are not free to escape from. Those who are
caught in its coils may be entirely free of blame.
It is in other words an ideology.

What we have done is to attach power and
authority to the sacramental order, so that those
who perform the sacred mysteries are also the
elite who govern us. The hierarchy represents a
gradient of power and of holiness  popes,
archbishops, bishops, priests of descending
rank, then the lowly laity. I don’t find this in the
Gospel. I don't even find it in Vatican II, though
it casts its shadow here and there. If we are to
realise the kind of equality that the Pope was
talking about in Mexico  though I am not sure
he fully realised the radical implications of what
he was saying  let’s see if there is anything we
can do symbolically to speed things up.

So how about we dismantle some of the
appurtenances of feudal aristocracy that the
church still harbours? Would Jesus Christ expect
to be called His Holiness when he returns for
his Second Coming, or addressed as Most Holy
Father? So why is it appropriate to use that title
for the Vicar of Christ? Would he want his
apostles to be called Eminent, or addressed as
His Eminence? Why are archbishops still
sometimes given the courtesy title of Your
Grace, as if they were dukes at a mediaeval
court, or bishops as My Lord, as if they were
feudal barons? Why all the palaver about Most
Reverend, Right Reverend, Very Reverend or
even just Reverend; why Monsignor, which
simply means My Lord in Italian? And while we
are about it, how about all that grand attire, all
that lace and silk and gold and silver
embroidery: do people seeing that, see the face
of Christ? Or do they see power, and an
institution which has taught us to glorify in it?
Do they see a way of salvation, or a set of rules
to burden them with?

Vatican II was fundamentally an exercise in
moving the Church from one model to the other,
from rules to liberation. But it has got stuck on
the road. So let's try getting it unstuck, with the
help of our three main speakers today...
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Will Caritas blunt the cutting edge of Justice and Peace?

Anne O’Connor

On 4 May 2012 Westminster Diocese
announced the appointment of its first Director
for the newly formed Caritas Westminster, set
up to enable the diocese to work with parishes
and the wider community to coordinate local
social action projects. A large amount of
funding has been put into this: the Director’s
salary is significantly higher than most
Diocesan Justice and Peace workers and she has
paid support staff. By contrast many dioceses
in England and Wales have no paid J&P staff at
all, relying on lay volunteers or clergy who are
overstretched.

My own diocese of Shrewsbury recently lost its
worker, Joan Sharples, who was greatly valued
not only by Justice and Peace groups and
parishes throughout the diocese but at national
level too. The Marriage & Family Life and Youth
workers were also let go. A neighbouring
diocese did not replace its J&P Worker when the
post was vacated a few years back but has set up
Caritas Salford. Whilst it is good to see diocesan
funding for projects to help those in need, is
Caritas being promoted in order to blunt the
cutting edge of Justice and Peace?

A commitment to Justice and Peace means
researching the facts, bringing matters of
injustice to light, asking awkward questions,
challenging those in positions of authority and
being willing to speak uncomfortable truths. The
role of a J&P activist and that of a campaigning
journalist frequently overlap, especially so in the
case of journalist Paul Donovan, who is well
known and widely respected by many in the
Justice and Peace network and beyond. Paul has
been a bold advocate of social justice and
environmental issues throughout his career and
has kept readers well informed. It is sad,
therefore, to learn that his regular column in The
Universe is to be dropped  puzzling too, as the
column has the paper’s largest number of ‘hits’
from online readers.

The Year of Faith (11 October 2012 – 24
November 2013), with its emphasis on prayer
and the concept of ‘New Evangelisation’, which
aims to attract lapsed Catholics back into the
fold, is a move away from looking at the wider
world and our relationships within it to the
narrow confines of the personal; from
confronting unjust structures (Justice and Peace)
to a more ‘acceptable’ form of charitable
outreach (Caritas). This shift in focus is bad

news for the Justice and Peace movement; it
reinforces the current trend in the Church to
clamp down on questioning and dissent. Paul
Donovan's dismissal is symptomatic of the
Church's tilt toward a nonprophetic presence in
favour of a catechetical and anaesthetic presence.

In his final interview three weeks before his
death, Cardinal Martini, considered by many to
be a prophet of our times, asked: ‘Where are our
heroes to inspire us? ... I advise the Pope and
the bishops to seek twelve people who work
outside the box to point the way  men [and
women] who are close to the poor and are
surrounded by the young and who experience
things in a new way. We need the comparison
with men [and women] who are passionate so
that the spirit can spread everywhere.’

As a broad umbrella movement, Justice and
Peace operates outside the box in a way that
single focus charity work cannot. Its many and
varied strands spread in all directions drawing
together social need, human rights, peace, care
for creation and so much more, rooting these
diverse issues at the heart of the Gospel
message and Catholic Social Teaching to weave
a kingdom of love and justice and peace.
Activists and groups are inspired with a passion
to bring about a better, fairer world where all
creation can flourish. Social Justice Formation
is key to getting young people involved and
active but an extensive programme is
impossible with limited resources.

Will Cardinal Martini’s prophetic words be
heeded or will they be brushed aside? Will the
spirit be allowed to spread everywhere to blow a
wind of change throughout the Church or will it
be stifled? My concern, shared by many in J&P,
is that the Caritas model will gradually take
over from Justice and Peace and erode much of
the work achieved since Vatican II. It is easier
to do good works than to oppose unjust
structures. Of course we need charity, to be
caring and compassionate and to offer practical
support, but we also need to raise awareness, to
challenge and confront, to be a voice for the
voiceless, to respond to the signs of the times, to
look at the bigger picture and seek longterm
solutions rather than a quick fix that fails to
address the root cause. If justice becomes
sidelined by bringing charity to the forefront, its
effectiveness will be diminished and we will all
be the poorer for it.
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Power, Violence and Bullying in the Church;
Patterns of Corruption and Abuse

Frank Regan

Jesus invited his disciples to a Passover/Eucharistic
meal. There he broke bread and shared a cup of
wine as invitation to life with him, in him and
through him. He asked that the meal be repeated in
memory of what he did and of who he was for
them. After the meal the disciples, all men, began to
argue among themselves about who will be greater
in the Reign of God. From the very first Eucharist
the corrupting worm of power begins eating its way
into the fabric of the apostolic community. The
canker has never been extirpated.

Despite its divine foundation we cannot demand
that a human community preserve itself pure and
undefiled amid cultures which are founded upon the
corrupting influence of power. Once the church had
passed from the community to the institutional
stage of its history, due to Constantine’s assent to
Christianity, it was inevitable that the Church
become part of the Establishment. It would not be
difficult to read the history of the Church in terms
of corruption and violence. Still, it is the Church of
Christ, whore made chaste, corrupt made clean,
sinner made saint.

The last more than twenty years have been
apocalyptic for the institutional Church. Unveiled
has been a hidden history and experience of
violence. It has been so widespread that it is
impossible to blame a few bad apples. The
violence has been systemic, cultural and
institutional. It is disturbing that power was
wielded in such a way that the perpetrators
thought, if not knew, they could get away with it.
The institution itself would protect them, forgive
them, absolve them and give them another chance.

The most blatant form of abuse of power and
rank in the church has been the crime of
paedophilia. Priests and bishops, up to the
highest levels of pastoral responsibility, that is to
say the Vatican itself, have been implicated.

A far more frequent abuse of power in our church,
almost as blatant and as souldestroying as
paedophilia, is bullying. We do not think of
bullying as an evil which afflicts our church, but it
is surprising how very frequent it is. It can pass
unnoticed because it is not often physical, rather
verbal or attitudinal. A bishop, or a local parish
priest or deacon, seduced by the aphrodisiac of
power, can very easily fall victim of its charms.

A person bullied is one who is exposed
repeatedly over time, to negative actions such as
slapping, choking, punching, stabbing and other
forms of physical abuse. That is direct bullying.
Indirect bullying is more difficult to define as it
embraces multiple forms of nonphysical abuse

such as mockery, silencing, fear, retaliation, rank
pulling, spreading rumours, backstabbing,
isolation, gossip, secrecy etc. Indirect bullying is
the more prevalent within our sanctuaries.

Bullying can be sexual, psychological, verbal,
homophobic, cyber, racist etc. Indeed bullying
occurs in any organisation or society in general in
which there are recognised hierarchies, rigid ethical
codes, chains of command, stratification and
differentiation on the basis of race, or sex, or age, or
rank, legal or canonical status, or education etc.

Victims can suffer horrendously from bullying
and later on cannot quite recover from the
trauma. Children, for example, can experience
difficulties in the area of attachment
characterised by lack of trust, social isolation or
ignorance of boundaries. They have emotional
problems and cannot express emotion or cannot
communicate needs or wants. Their selfconcept 
body image, selfesteem  can sometimes lead to
excessive shame. In terms of cognition, they have
problems in the areas of judgment, self
monitoring and the completion of tasks.

Adults and adolescents suffer in analogous ways
to children. They often live on an emotional
roller coaster descending to thoughts of suicide
and ongoing feelings of sadness. Their
relationships suffer. They go into isolation or
distrust. They often lose their system of meaning
which expresses itself in despair or lose a sense
of moral compass.

Most shocking is the bullying which takes place in
the Church. A recent example emanates from the
Pope himself. In an address given from Rome
August 26, he said that those Catholics who do not
agree with the formal teachings of the Church can
be compared to Judas, who bears the mark of the
devil, and they should leave the Church rather than
be traitors. That may mean you, gentle reader, or
me. We have been bullied from the papal pulpit
and we have been demonised as bearing the mark
of the devil.

Down the centuries women, children and
LGBTQ persons have suffered at the hands of
church authorities and priests. Much of it has
been physical, especially in the case of children.
It has also been psychological and moral, causing
much interior and spiritual suffering. Women
have been castigated just for being women.
LBGTQs have been excoriated because their
experience of sexuality is different from the
majority’s. Another much smaller group, ex
clergy, are not so much bullied as simply deleted.
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Anniversary of Vatican II in the Vatican's Year of Faith

Terry Swales

It is very rare that we Catholics speak of the
lay ‘bill of rights’ that are laid out clearly in
the current Code of Canon Law (cc 208231),
promulgated in 1983. This is perhaps due to
the fact that they are not yet implemented
through structures that are designed to see to
lay rights’ being respected in the Church.
Structures should facilitate relationships, oil
the machinery which will achieve the ends,
pastoral and of justice, which the law requires.
Structures designed to see justice done in the
Church do not yet exist. Canon #129 makes
clear that the laity is never to have ingress to
the governance of the church. This has
repercussions on seeking justice.

Being a victim of violence can be twisted
theologically. Many consider Christ to have been
a victim. To be a willing victim of abuse, even in
the church, is to be like unto Christ. What a
privilege that is. It places the victim among the

most beloved of God. We need to revisit some of
our most clichéd theological concepts so as to
purify them of twisted applications which have
justified the torture and abuse of countless
thousands by church persons.

In our biblical tradition justice is the experience of
living in right relationship with every person. Our
contemporary church’s leadership does not live in a
just relationship with the victims it has not protected
or compensated. The Gospel message it preaches
sounds hollow and hypocritical. The contemporary
Catholic tends to be sceptical and suspicious.

A postVatican II church for the life of the world
will also be for the life of its members, especially its
most damaged members. Pain and victimhood are
not the road to salvation. Only a pastoral concern
which leads to healing and reconciliation can be.
(This article is adapted from a talk the author gave to the
National Justice and Peace Network last September)

There is much written in the Old and New
Testaments about faith. Considerable emphasis
by writers like Timothy and James is placed upon
a requirement for good deeds; the latter
highlights the needs of the poor.

Since the papal announcement churches
throughout the land have sprung into action. The
Redemptorist Press has published a diary. The
hierarchy are publishing for schools a new
catechism and a revised edition of Pope John Paul
II’s book, Theology of the Body. The CTS has a
new prayer book and a raft of pamphlets and
leaflets. Individual bishops are taking their own
initiatives with inaugural or commemorative
Masses. In one northern diocese teachers have
been requested to make a pledge of loyalty to the
Church. Parishes are drawing up lists of events. A
favourite appears to be the extension of
pilgrimages not only to the usual shrines of
Lourdes, Fatima, the Holy Land, Rome and Assisi
but further exploration of less wellknown local
centres. There will be regular occasions earmarked
in schools for prayer and reflection, evening
discussion groups and lectures on Vatican II at
parish, deanery and diocesan level. All of these
activities will be parallel or in addition to the usual
vibrant enterprises pursued in the more proactive
Catholic Communities.

Vatican II, 19621965, has made its own
contribution to the discussion of faith while
asserting its supernatural nature and obedience
to God . The Declaration of Religious Freedom
by the Council Fathers ensures that the

consciences of people who do not accept
Christian faith are respected. Furthermore the
Decree on Ecumenism and the Dogmatic
Constitution on the Church both acknowledge
that Christian faith exists outside the Catholic
Church. If emphasis is on reflection of our faith
during the Anniversary Year it will lead to
increased maturity within the Catholic Church.
Since Vatican II the trend is away from a faith
that is passive and childish, paternal and
controlling, to a more adult stance. This does
not coerce or compel but permits the freedom to
accept God’s free gift.

The remit of Vatican II was much wider than
faith. The Council reformed the Liturgy,
broadened the Church’s understanding of its
mission in the world, the role of the laity and
ecumenism. On the 14th October 1962 a much
loved Pope John XXIII opened the doors and
windows of the Catholic Church. The rallying
slogan or watchword for the world’s Bishops, the
Council Fathers, about the work ahead was
aggiornamento, keynote for modernisation of
Church organisation and teaching.

What will be the Vatican’s contribution to this
double celebration? First indications are not
looking too good; in fact, distinctly ominous.
Why ruin such a brilliant idea by juxtaposing it
with Pope Benedict’s Compendium of the
Catechism of the Catholic Church 2006 ,which
has replaced the blockbuster version ordered in
1992 by the present Pope’s predecessor but
overseen throughout by Cardinal Ratzinger.
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What are the Catholic worldwide congregations
to make of this initiative? Certainly it is not an
agenda for change or even reflection on the
Church’s evident serious problems. Is the
Pontiff a prisoner of obstructive Curia
bureaucrats of the old regime? Is he faint
hearted, anxious or insecure? Is he looking
back to a golden age when the Church leaders
were respected, depended on established
regulations and patterns of authority? Perhaps
the explanation lies elsewhere.

One senior Dublin cleric suggests that
examination of Vatican II documents would be
more to the point. A respected editor believes that
a perplexed and frightened leadership has put the
Church on a path to retrenchment, calling it the
new evangelisation. He asks, “Will we be a
Church for the life of the world or a Church for
the life of the Church?”

If we are in a post Christian age, it has come about
during recent papacies. The Church should examine
first the truths to be imparted. Cardinal Ratzinger
said, “A man of conscience is one who never
acquires tolerance, wellbeing, success, public
standing and approval on the part of public opinion,
at the expense of truth. Amen to that; but whose
truth? Pope John Paul II, Veritatis Splendor, worried
that the control of the Magisterium would be
challenged by an autonomous conscience,
combined it with the church’s teaching authority.
The heroic American Jesuit, Courtney Murray who
was the architect of the “conscience document” of
Vatican II later regretted that the Church “had
opposed man’s historical movement to freedom”.
Little did he know how much.

The ending of the Year of Priests provides a
glimpse of how the Year of Faith might
conclude. The Pope chose seminarians for his
final address. They were urged, first of all to
love, understand and acquire full knowledge of
the liturgy. Secondly, special attention had to be
paid to the sacrament of penance which would
lead to piety. Remembering why a special year
was warranted for those preparing for and living
a celibate life, there was little or no attention
about the kind of mature integrated sexuality
required in candidates for the priesthood.
Surprisingly there was no mention of the
teachings of the Gospel.

What is Pope Benedict’s goal plan? Perhaps he
sees that more effective communication of faith
through evangelisation will impact favourably on
our secular society. At least the dwindling
number of church goers will know more about
their Christian faith. But this must not be at the
expense of the Church’s external mission.

There are many faithful and those with no faith
who, though congregational absentees, are out
in the wider world implementing Christ’s
Gospel by their example to humankind. A

whole generation is disillusioned with the
Church but not with God.

Moreover there are other cradle coreligionists
that feel alienated from full participation and
others who are banned from the Sacraments.
Among these are the divorced and remarried,
perhaps happy for the first time with a faithful
partner helping to care for the children;
homosexual men, lesbian women and those
rarer transgendered individuals all made in the
image of their Creator and branded as
“disordered” personalities by the current Vicar
of Christ; and also infertile couples who have
been hoping and praying to be rewarded with
children through the brilliant scientific advances
in artificial reproductive technologies. However
the biggest grouping is the millions of Catholic
Church goers attending the sacraments
throughout the world, using their collective
conscience, or sensus fidelium, to ignore
Humanae Vitae.

The successor to St. Peter appears unwilling
to discuss with his fellow bishops, successors
to the apostles of Jesus of Nazareth, the
growing number of faithful marginalised by
the Church including those ignoring specific
teachings. The crisis of an ageing population
of priests coupled with the dwindling number
of replacements makes consideration of
women priests and married clergy inevitable.
These questions and others are never far from
people's thoughts, making aspects of
evangelisation nigh a fruitless task. Is the
Church seeking the truth? Does the Church
love a sinner? And charity? St James has
harsh words to say about faith without charity.
There is ample evidence of good works
locally but do these extend to the Supreme
Pastor and the Curia? No one can speak truth
to that combined authority. Contrary to the
expressed wishes of Vatican II the
responsibility of the world's bishops for the
governance of the Church has been
diminished. The reigns of our Polish and
German Popes have witnessed the concept of
collegiality swept under the papal podium.
Both men were nurtured under dictatorships
and witnessed at first hand the effective force
of the iron glove.

During the Year of Faith the very best gift Pope
Benedict could bestow on the Universal
Church would be to reconvene Vatican II fifty
years on. It will be possible to discern how and
why it has been set in reverse gear? Who
knows? But a new Council might act as a
catalyst for the restoration of Christianity
throughout the whole of Christendom?
Modernisers must never stop asking
fundamental questions. Change is urgent if the
faith of our fathers is to survive and before the
Holy Roman Catholic Church loses all
credibility and membership.
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A Moot is “an assembly of people, especially one
forming a court of judicature”. The 0.E.D. goes on
to note that “In the AngloSaxon moots may be
discerned the first germs of popular government”.

The early moots were assemblies of the local home
steaders, the stakeholders of the community,
sometimes meeting annually but sometimes ad hoc
to a particular crisis, such as the imminent arrival of
the Vikings. In a dispute their business was to hear
from all parties and to determine an outcome with the
interests of the community and of all parties
recognised. In a community context their business
was to work out how best the community could
recover from a disaster, e.g. a flood, or to anticipate
and agree the measures to avert a disaster.

“The Church is not a democracy”. The parish priest
uses this as a “knockdown” argument. While you
and I might agree that the current running of the
Church is not in a participatory democratic style,
and while we might agree that the Church sorely
needs a vehicle for the laity to have a voice, it
seems that you and I and the parish priest may have
forgotten the Second Vatican Council, may have
forgotten “Lumen Gentium”, may not have
explored the implications of revolutionary new
theological thinking (e.g. “the People of God”),
may not have brought into everyday reality such
declarations as: “there is in Christ complete
equality”, “lay people must express their needs and
wants openly”, “lay people have a serious
obligation to express their opinions and insights
about the Church”, and “pastors must give real
responsibility to their parishioners”.

Alternative translations put these declarations as:
“Lay people have the right, too, of making known
to the sacred pastors their needs and desires with
the confident liberty which suits them as children
of God and brothers in Christ. Their powers of
knowledge, competence, and position, give them
the proportionate means, or rather duty, of making
known their opinion on matters which envisage
the good of the Church. It should be done, if the
case allows, through the channels established by
the Church for this purpose”. I wonder if
“channels established” may sound to you and to
the parish priest (as it does to me), like an
institution for honest dialogue?

It occurs to me that a Moot may be appropriate as
an institution for each diocesan area, for the
exercise of coresponsibility for the Church Local
by the bishop and others together with the
diocese’s “lay faithful at large”. The Great Moot
could be an appropriate institution at the national
level, for the exercise of coresponsibility for the
Church in England and Wales by the Bishops’
Conference together with the national “lay
faithful at large”.

The concept of the word (which is much more
important then the fourletter word) is necessary
and timely and possible because the Church is
halfway there already, with the Canon Law
requirements for a Council of Priests, a Diocesan
Pastoral Council, and Parish Pastoral Councils;
with the democratic selfgovernment within some
religious orders; and with the Vatican Council’s
“priesthood of all the faithful”, (i.e. the clergy,
the religious, and the laity); because “when I

Institutions for honest dialogue.

Tom Hinds

THE MOOT.

Suppose that your parish priest had barred you
from hiring/using parish premises in which you
could offer to parishioners occasional
opportunities for “adult formation”, which in the
Diocesan Plan, “is to be given priority over other
forms of catechesis”. Suppose that the barring is
because of your “persistence” in offering
suggestions about the possible education and
development of the parish; (let us suppose that
previously you had been the chair of the parish
pastoral planning group). The parish priest says
that your “persistence” “winds (him) up”, and is
a strain upon his health. Suppose that the parish
priest has confirmed before witnesses that he
would prefer you “to shut up, and to wait for
(his) successor”. Suppose that the coordinating
pastor of the larger pastoral area, the diocesan
development that seeks to unite four

neighbouring parishes, does not see it as his
business to broker some reconciliation. Suppose
that neither does the bishop. Might you not want
to have access to some impartial forum to hear
both sides of the dispute, and to find a judicious
working agreement other than hurt silence?
Suppose that there was not in your parish a parish
pastoral council, another part of the diocesan
development plan, because the parish priest
ignores the declared intentions of the bishop and
of the Council of Priests that each parish should
have such a council. Suppose that the diocese has
no grievance procedure other than an appeal to
the bishop; your facetoface discussion got
nowhere. Suppose that the diocesan canon lawyer
could give no helpful advice. Might you not want
some institution for honest dialogue?
How about...
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became an adult I put away childish ways”;
because with married men and women it will
have a wider compass in its thinking, discussing,
and deciding, than a celibate male priesthood,
constituting 0.0035% of the Church’s
membership, that has no monopoly on spiritual
living in the world, nor on spiritual wisdom;
because “there also has to be a selfcritique of
modern Christianity, which must constantly
renew its selfunderstanding, settingout from
its roots” (Benedict XVI, “Spe Salvi”, 2007;),
because “it is necessary to improve pastoral
structures in such a way that the responsibility
of all members of the People of God is
gradually promoted. They must no longer be
viewed as ‘collaborators’ of the clergy but
truly recognised as coresponsible for the
Church’s being and action”, (Benedict XVI, to
the Annual Ecclesial Convention of the
Diocese of Rome, 2009).

For those to whom Scriptural authority can be
the decisive factor, it may be helpful to note
that the scriptural authority for the Moot is
that, at Pentecost, “all of them (about 120
people) were filled with the Holy Spirit and
began to speak”, (my underlining). (Acts 1.15
& 2.34). And a little later in time, “When they
had prayed, the place in which they were
gathered was shaken, and they were all filled
with the Holy Spirit and began to speak the
word of God with boldness”; again “all” (Acts
4.23 & 4.3132). I suggest that the purpose for
the diocesan Local Moot’s functioning, and for
the national Great Moot’s functioning, would
be to be the lay voice and the lay vote in the
governance and running of the Church, “co
responsible for the Church’s being and action”,
(as Benedict XVI put it).

An example from my experience in Local
Education may helpfully illustrate the point
about shared responsibility. A crucial element in
the development of the Local Management of
Schools in the 1980’s was Cambridgeshire’s
Local Financial Management pilot project;
L.M.S. brings lay governors shoulderto
shoulder with professional teachers in the
running of schools. In Cambridgeshire the voice
and the selfperceived needs of the schools were
incorporated in a termly meeting of Governors
and Heads, those actually living the project,
meeting with Councillors and Officers. The
agenda was coresponsibly in partnership to
talkthrough the successful steps that were
worth building on, the problems and new needs
as experienced, the gaps and the shortcomings,
and the possible solutions for the Councillors
and Officers to take away to resolve. This was
grassroots energy, vision, and enthusiasm going
into effective steering of the pilot project. When

the DES consultants recommended a national
scheme to the government of Mrs Thatcher this
core element was omitted. The 1988 Education
Act did launch Annual Parents’ Meetings to
drawin parents, because they were seen as
stakeholders, (i.e. more lay people), but
A.P.M.s came to be more commonly simple
‘reportback’ sessions from the Governors and
the Head than partnerships involving them with
the parent body for discussing and deciding
developments together.

As a coresponsible body the Moots would be
accountable to the whole People of God in the
Church. Locally in the diocese, this could be,
for instance, through a cycle of elected
membership; through an Annual Diocesan
Assembly with “houses” of laity, religious, and
clergy; through the right of the bishop — and of
others — separately or jointly to call for a
referendum on a particular issue.

The Moot’s mission statement might be: “In the
hands of you and me, for serving others”. The
immediate way forward is NOT an initiative
from the Bishops’ Conference. The grassroots
must be allowed time and space to grow. One
way might be for the “great and the good” in the
present lay Catholic Establishment to call for 
or themselves to convene  a national lay
convention, a oneoff occasion, with the simple
agenda of “What ? and How?”, to bring to birth
some lay “institution for honest dialogue”.
Another way would be for a Charitable Trust or
two or three benevolent individuals to fund a
commission, and staff with some democratic
credentials and expertise, to examine the issues;
The 20102011 Falconer Commission on
Assisted Dying was funded by two individuals,
and worked through DEMOS. DEMOS itself, or
a body such as THEOS, “the public theology
thinktank” or MODEM the voice of leadership,
management, and ministry might do the
commissions legwork. It might be possible to
interest John Adair and the United Nations’
Commission for Leadership....

(From the sublime to what my children call the
“ridiculous”)... our family holidays, with
eighteen of us, ages 4 to 74, resident in a rented
farmhouse or minor manor house, have a daily
Moot, looking at the day just gone, airing and
clearing any grievances, and thinking of hopes
for the day just ahead. And it works!).

The novelty of the Moot “lies in its membership’,
“lay Only”, and in its sharing responsibility for
making decisions; a voice and a vote.

(Tom Hinds is a parishioner in the diocese of Portsmouth,
and a former Director of Education.)
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Father Sean Thornton (Letters, 28 July) asks
what the phrase ‘the Spirit of Vatican II‘ means.
Let me tell him; he reveals he is too young to
know first hand. Appalling liturgies, tawdry
music, sloppiness in Church are abuses never
intended by the Council and advocated by none.
The commitment of the vast majority of the
Council Fathers to some fundamental values was
almost palpable to those of us old enough to have
been able to follow events at the time.

They committed themselves to coresponsibility,
where clergy and laity work in partnership as the
People of God to serve the mission of the Church.
The overwhelming majority of them disapproved of
autocratic exercises of authority, decisions imposed
from above, taken without due consultation and
deliberation. Pope Paul VI acted against this spirit
when he imposed his Nola Praevia Explicativa on
Lumen Gentium and again in 1968 when he
ignored the advice of his expert commission
studying birth control.

The vast majority of the Council Fathers also
endorsed Blessed Pope John XXIII’s understanding
that truth is something to be sought after and not
merely defended. In this spirit, the Council saw that
there have been failures to admit mistakes in Church
and society, to allow free discussion of basic issues
and to recognise the primacy of conscience.

The dominant majority of the Council Fathers
were also animated by a zeal for justice; they
applauded in the aula when the procedures of the
Inquisition were condemned. They clearly did
not want a Church where bishops and priests are
treated unjustly for their beliefs, where the laity

have little or no say in the management of the
church and where teachers and other church
servants subject to ecclesiastical authority are
intimidated or bullied. Justice they clearly
believed should be manifest in a Church founded
to exemplify the love, understanding and trust
that ought to exist between Christians.

The Fathers of Vatican II were also committed to
openness and communication. They believed that
controversy is living proof of the activity of the Holy
Spirit in the Church. In this spirit they showed their
dislike of secrecy, private accusations, delations to
Rome, the heavy hand of the Roman Curia and the
refusal to share information with the media or indeed
secular judicial and regulatory authorities.

It is the application of these values that is problematical.
Is the ordination of women a matter of justice rather
than theology? Is it not obviously true that the prime
purpose of human sexuality is not procreation? Is not the
refusal of the institution to allow power to be shared
with an unaccountable ruling class of clerics clearly
wrong? Vatican II did not resolve these and other
questions and they remain urgent.

Our Pope has called on us to reread and study the
documents produced almost fifty years ago by the
bishops of the world. This requires an open mind and
willingness to discern the Spirit in what was a
momentous event in the two thousand year history of
our beloved Church. We can all join Fr Sean Thornton
in this exciting exercise. The Spirit of Vatican II
envisioned a Church that is honest, inclusive, just,
humble and compassionate rather than defensive,
exclusive, autocratic and triumphalist. Perhaps we shall
conclude that the Spirit still has unfinished business.

The Spirit of Vatican II

Simon BrydenBrook

Age

Age walks slowly and gets puffy,
Sometimes stately, sometimes quirky,

Tired of answers, it asks few questions,
Or only asks them rather quietly.
Sits beneath a tree while thinking

Of passed passions or thoughtless actions.
Age has a special kind of beauty

Like a tree in misty country
It has seen the past but not the future.
Used to know but is now less certain.

Came from nowhere but is going somewhere,
Or is that somewhere only nowhere?

Challenged by this searching question
It falls back on deeper values

That it has been slowly learning,
And expressing less by words and more by actions,

Steps to the unknown, we hope not fearing,
The truth residing in its style and bearing.

John Spalding The Metaphysical Moment

Dwell on this shy moment:
At night from a silent sky

The stars look down on our earth
And its people as silent as they are,

But for the mutters and sighs
As they dream in their world of sleep.

There trees sway over water
That flows through many green valleys.

When they break from their dreams to daylight
Have they not reason to be mindful?

How do knowing people
Come from unknowing stars?

It is the work of millions of years.
Is it not here that we meet
A metaphysical moment:

A transition to awareness we cannot explain?
The pain, joy and wonder

Is when flaming gas becomes this other.
We live and die by this.

It is a seeming impossibility:
But somehow we become ourselves.
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Every once in a while we
need a reminder of how
important our life, and

every moment in our life, is.
There is a strain of Christian
spirituality which esteems very
highly the challenge of living in
God’s eternal now.

At the core of this very brief
book is the truth that every moment is sacrament.
Bernard Cook once wrote that the fact we are
embodied spirits means that we exist
symbolically which is to say sacramentally.
Every moment is as a ‘glass darkly’, translucent
of God’s mysterious presence. As our author
says: “If God is not found in the here and now we
will not find him in musings about the future or
futile regrets over the past.”For many of us to
live in God’s now can be a new way of living. In

the past we were so busy doing God’s work that
at times we could mistake it for our own. We
have more time now. We can look inward in a
more sensitive, forgiving and penetrating way.
Perhaps we can learn to eschew the doing many
things, extra things, and do well and consciously
only what we have to do, even if it is only the
afternoon siesta.

Implied in this is the desire to surrender to God
all we have and are. It is to discover that all the
time God has been working through us and
through those who are nearby.

There is only one vocation to which we are all
called: to follow Christ. This little book, based on
the teachings of the 18th century French Jesuit
Jean Pierre de Caussade, will nudge our memories
now fading that there is only one thing necessary.

Life in God’s NOW
Elizabeth Ruth Obbard

Reviewed by
Frank Regan

Elizabeth Ruth Obbard, Life in God’s NOW,
New City, 2012, 81pp, £5.95

Dorothee Soelle; Mystic and Rebel
Renate Wind

Reviewed by
Frank Regan

Dorothee Soelle is a
theologian who deserves
greater recognition. She

is part of that grand array of
contemporary theologians 
Kung, Bonhoeffer, Metz,
Moltmann, King, Day, Merton,
whose great desire was to talk
about God in the midst of the
world with its joys and sorrows,

hopes and despairs. She was most concerned
with the human condition and the creation of a
world where human goodness, something to love,
something to reverence (George Eliot) could
flourish. She was a teacher, a contemplative, a
peace activist, a reader of literature and a lover of
poetry, song and hymns.

Dorothee, born in 1929, grew up in Cologne
wanting to be a boy. It was quite a shock when at
the age of 12 she developed breasts. (If she had
been a boy, would her development as an adult
Catholic been similar to that of her contemporary
Joseph Ratzinger?) Her teen years coincided with
the war. She lived the dilemma of middle class
Germans of the time: hatred of Nazism but fear

of confronting it. She remembers the sufferings
of the Jews, the destruction of her country and
her own interior turmoil. She and her
contemporaries could not change anything and so
found a sort of refuge, a safe interior ‘Reich’, in
German romanticism. She was assailed all her
life by the state of ambiguity in which she lived
during those tumultuous years.

Dorothee lived the era of the destruction and
reconstruction of Germany. She lived the despair
of her people and asked if God were alive or
dead. She was in touch with the existential
despair of thinkers like Camus who asked
whether there was a reason not to commit
suicide. German Christian theologians asked how
it was possible to do theology after Auschwitz.

As one response to the searching of many
people Dorothee and a friend organised a
weekly event called, “Political Evensong”. This
was also a response to the urging of Vatican II’s
Gaudium et Spes that Christians reach out to
their world. As a result of that experience
Dorothee embarked on a faith journey that took
her far afield and placed her in contact and
dialogue with many seekers and pilgrims.

BOOKS
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Only selfinterested politicians
and executives of energy
companies, or others equally

beyond the reach of reason, could fail
to endorse Seán McDonagh’s case
against reliance on nuclear energy.
The author’s listing of the many
nuclear disasters, including Britain’s
Windscale in 1958, The United States’
Three Mile Island in 1979, Russia’s
Chernobyl in 1986 and finally the

crowning horror of Japan’s Fukushima in 2011, illustrates
the truth of Edward Gibbon’s famous dictum that
‘History …is… indeed little more than the register of the
crimes, follies, and misfortunes of mankind.’

As these breathtaking follies are dealt with
very fully by the author, it suffices just to
enumerate some of them here. Priority should
be given to the safe disposal of the plant’s
fissionable waste, which imperils the
environment and human life for many
generations. That problem unsurprisingly is
almost invariably set aside for those future
generations in need of protection to solve for
themselves. An elementary precaution is that
nuclear plants should be serviced by well
trained staff. Yet, energy companies almost
always save money by employing untrained
staff and seldom even bother to equip them with
protective clothing. Supervision of nuclear
energy is generally so lax that the staff is caught
frequently unprepared in any emergency.
Virtually no account is taken of natural
disasters, such as tsunamis, flooding and fire.
As for earthquakes, the greatest danger of all,
many countries with happy abandon site their
nuclear plants on known fault lines, where they
are least safe. In short, there is not so much a
risk, as a guarantee, of nuclear disasters.

Seán McDonagh’s title, Fukushima: The death
Knell for Nuclear Energy? clearly implies that
the scale of the disaster and the equally
obvious extent to which safety precautions had
been flouted should make it impossible for any
reflective person to support the use of nuclear
energy. McDonagh himself reinforces these
doubts that humanity has taken the lesson of
Fukushima to heart, when he cites polls to
show that public opinion in the USA, Britain
and France still favours reliance on nuclear
energy, notwithstanding the catastrophe at
Fukushima. Meanwhile many countries bereft
of scientific experience clamour to develop
nuclear power. In any case, global destruction
appears to be guaranteed by the Chinese,
whose government, Seán McDonagh informs
us, plans to build between fifty and sixty
nuclear reactors – more than exist today in the
rest of the world. Not only have the Chinese
chosen a model that is one hundred times less
safe than its uptodate replacement, all these
reactors will be in a country particularly prone
to earthquakes.

Given the ineffectiveness of reasoning in a world
besotted by power and greed, Seán McDonagh
wisely rests his case against nuclear power mainly
on ethical grounds. Christians, he argues, have a
duty to cherish the world, in its entirety and beauty,
as God’s creation. The author looks in vain to the
Vatican for guidance. He is surprised that the
Vatican, which in other spheres preaches a prolife
ethic, should still endorse the civil use of nuclear
power. He finds that the Vatican’s representative at
the International Atomic Energy Agency in 1982
actually derided those whom he considered naïve
idealists and even those from the scientific,
political, cultural or religious worlds, whom he felt
should know better than to condemn the use of
nuclear power.’ Seán McDonagh doubts whether

Fukushima: The Death Knell for Nuclear Energy?
Seán McDonagh

Reviewed by
John Mackrell

A lifechanging experience for her was becoming
acquainted with Latin American Liberation
Theology. For the rest of her life the themes of
praxis for the Reign of God, the option for the
poor, solidarity, justice and peace were a constant
in her theological reflection.

She spent a number of years teaching in Union
Theological Seminary in New York. She was very
controversial and on one occasion accused a pious
colleague of “Christofascism”. The word caught on in
part because it was the Reagan years when civic
religion was fast becoming dominated by Bible
thumping fundamentalism. Some of its characteristics
were deafness to the cry of the poor, a silencing of the
clamour for justice, the sentimentalising of the person

of Jesus into some sort of ‘nice guy’. Dorothee would
have none of it and she lived in tension for a semester
at Union Theological.

Dorothee has much to say to us who live in a
Church which is in the grip of a subtle
Christofascism. Everything Catholic centres on
the Pope, Vicar of Christ, who asks those who
disagree to leave because in some cases they
bear the mark of the devil as did Judas. We live a
very difficult moment in which our love for the
Church of Vatican II is sorely tried. Like
Dorothee we are called to fidelity to the dream
we have of a church for the life of the world.

Renate Wind, Dorothee Soelle; Mystic and Rebel, Fortress
Press, 2012, £16.99, available from Alban Books.
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Mary McAleese, a
former professor of
criminal law and

President of Ireland, has
reinvented herself as a canon
lawyer and in this book turns her
attention to the notion of
collegiality in canon law.
Vatican II was to offer a new
mentality to shape the future of

the Church; two prime concepts are ‘Communio’
and ‘Collegiality’. The new Code of Canon law
of 1983 recognised in this latter concept the
supreme and full power of governance of the
Universal Church in the College of bishops,
which contrasted starkly with the 1917 Code of
Canon law which had recognised only the Pope
and Ecumenical Councils as having supreme
power. However there is no universally accepted
meaning of collegiality and ultimately its
development was left almost entirely at the
discretion of the Pope (John Paul II).

In a first chapter McAleese carefully examines the
various meanings that have been given to
Collegiality and its related words in various
sources including the old and new codes of canon

law and concludes that the lack of juridical
precision in their use and the use of the same
terms for different things in the same document
has turned out to be a recipe for confusion.

Turning to the Second Vatican Council the author
now seeks for clarification of collegiality
particularly in Lumen Gentium and other
documents such as Christus Dominus.
Disappointingly, in spite of the People of God
being called to “share a true equality with regard
to the dignity and the activity common to all the
faithful for the building up of the Body of
Christ”, she finds there is “a stubborn failure of
clarity and consistency in the matter of
collegiality”. In practical terms the Church’s day
to day governance by the pope assisted by the
Curia remained untouched by Vatican II”.

Turning to the 1983 Code and its
implementation, the author notes first that during
the eight months of papal review before
publication there was “evidence of not
inconsiderable papal scrutiny and input”. Pope
John Paul II was a noted centraliser and not a
canon lawyer. Thus while there is much talk in
the pope’s introduction to the Code of People of

Quo Vadis
Mary McAleese

Reviewed by
Kevin Dean

Seán McDonagh, Fukushima: The Death Knell for Nuclear Energy? Columba Press, 2012, pb, 165pp, £10.99

there has been a genuine change of heart in
Rome, but is encouraged like some of the national
Catholic hierarchies in 2011, by Benedict XVI’s
encyclical, Caritas in Veritate in which the Pope
describes our natural environment as God’s gift to
everyone and underlines our responsibility to
preserve it for the poor, future generations and
humanity as a whole. At the same time the Pope
evidently clings to the belief that nuclear energy
could benefit the poor and the sick, if properly
managed. In the face of all the evidence of the
appalling mismanagement of nuclear power, the
Pope’s view may be termed ‘a victory of faith
over experience’.

It is the Vatican’s practice to enunciate
principles: it is left to others to carry them out,
sometimes in the teeth of Vatican disapproval.
An example of the latter is the British
demonstrations in 2003 against the invasion of
Iraq. Although the Vatican opposes the use of
nuclear weapons, it deplores political
demonstrations, even in support of its own
principles! On that occasion a few Catholic
bishops in following their consciences dressed
down to the humble level of the laity, to avoid
detection and the risk of courting the Vatican’s
disapproval! Given Rome’s abnegation of
leadership, effective resistance to the spoliation
of the planet devolves upon those national

hierarchies, which refuse to be emasculated by
the Vatican’s oaths of unconditional obedience.
Readers may be cheered to learn of the fighting
spirit of bishops in Japan, Korea, India, the
Philippines, in Canada and above all in
Germany, where the German Bishops’
Conference pronounced in 2011 that the
production of nuclear energy was ‘unethical’.
The success of hierarchies in organising
resistance to the use of nuclear energy is highly
encouraging. Yet much more is needed to save
us all from imminent nuclear disaster.

The author is clearly inspired by the hope that a
network of Catholic organisations can defuse the
nuclear threat. Yet, as campaigners know,
Catholic protesters against nuclear arms are often
outnumbered by other Christians, and both
sometimes by atheists and agnostics. Resistance
to nuclear energy would surely be more effective,
if the movement embraced all people of goodwill.

These are dangerous times, which call for bold
measures, in rallying to Seán McDonagh’s protest
against the use of nuclear energy, whether to kill
people in war, or merely accidentally as victims in
supposedly good causes. The reviewer proposes a
toast: may we all, author, reviewer and readers
meet in street demonstrations, to free the world of
nuclear energy!
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Dying to Live: Lessons from Mark
John Churcher

Reviewed by
Frank Regan

This is a book for one who
reads the Gospels with
certain frequency, who

listens intently at Sunday
worship to the readings, who
wants the opportunity to be
guided by an experienced
reader of Scripture. The author
comes from the Methodist
tradition and is himself a reader

of the works of Borg, Spong and Crossan.
These are writers who have laboured at
breaking the bread of Scripture for modern
readers seeking to make sense of writings
produced millennia ago.

Churcher has given us a fairly simple commentary
on the Gospel of Mark. However, he is not afraid
to confront the pitfalls to understanding and
interpretation which can inhibit the modern reader
from reading the text.

He says, for example, that the Bible is a human
construct which tries to explain each writer’s
experience of the sacred. To read the Gospels
of Mark and John side by side is to read two
documents which differ profoundly in their
points of view. Mark, along with Matthew and
Luke, seems to be struggling with the question:
Who is this man? John has advanced further
along and has Jesus making what sound like
apodictic statements about himself: I am the

truth, I am the resurrection etc. The author
points out that Mark records a sacred encounter
but is limited by the ordinary challenge to all
writers: to use human words to describe the
indescribable. Churcher is a Methodist
minister but he is uncomfortable with the
“churchianity” which afflicts our common
Christianity. He would like to rediscover Jesus
before the fourth century’s creeds got a hold of
him.

Churcher incorporates the thinking of Karen
Armstrong when she talks about logos and
mythos. She says that the former is explanatory
word. The latter is fictional story which is
created to articulate the truth of an event. For
example, we can see how beautifully the
mythical is employed in telling the story of
Christmas. If Jesus were to be born today, here
in Britain, one of 700,000 babies born annually
in the NHS, how would the
evangelist/storyteller narrate the event? As
contemporary readers, Churcher challenges us
not to confuse myth with fairy tale.

Vital for the understanding of a text is its
context. Churcher points out that Mark was
written during a time of war between Palestine
and Rome (6473). It is based on Peter’s
memories of the sojourn of Jesus among us.
The Gospels of Matthew and Luke are Mark’s
Gospel plus the Q source plus other materials

Mary McAleese. Quo Vadis, Columba Press 2012. 160pp.

God, communion, collegiality and primacy,
participation of all the faithful in the three ‘munera’
of Christ (Priest, King and Prophet ) and
commitment to ecumenism, the word ‘Collegiality’
is not used in the code at all! In the old code the
church was presented as a hierarchic monocracy,
the Church of the new was to be ‘The People of
God’. It is clear that Vatican II envisaged more than
the Vatican I model. Such lay involvement as
exists in Church governance is quite marginal. In
fact the Pope continues to exercise daytoday
control of the Church to the same extent as before
Vatican II. There is no mechanism for even the
College of Bishops to exercise its ‘power of
governance’. The code clearly acknowledges the
nature of collegial procedures but in practice they
are avoided, circumvented and ignored. Despite the
clear provisions of canon 212.3 there is no forum
for the People of God to express their views on
anything. In two areas of wide noncompliance
with Church teaching in the developed world,
confession and family planning, there has been
no discussion below episcopal level. “The

Church is in effect arguably constitutionally
incoherent.” Church teaching on clerical
celibacy, ordination of women, and admission of
divorced and remarried Catholics to communion
seems to be at odds with the views of many as
research has shown. Collegiality, it was hoped,
would contain the seed for the Council’s ‘novus
habitus mentis’; it has delivered in practical
terms almost nothing. The author suggests that
“Perhaps what is needed to oxygenate the ‘slow
burn’ so that the Church can be truly a light to
the world is the fuel commanded by Christ
Himself in the greatest commandment of all, to
love one another”.

One wonders whether the year of faith might be
followed by a year of Charity when we all,
ordained and nonordained sit down together
and listen to one another in love and
understanding, bearing in mind that no matter
how many commands there are in the code, the
greatest of them all comes first and, if
necessary overrides them all.
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Jeffrey John is the Anglican
priest who was prevented
from being ordained an

assistant bishop by his friend
Archbishop Rowan Williams, as
he lives openly in a partnership
with another man, and
homophobic African Anglican
bishops had to be appeased. He
subsequently became Dean of St

Alban's Cathedral. This booklet is a revision of
his 1993 Affirming Catholicism pamphlet
Permanent, Stable, Faithful – Christian Same
Sex Partnerships.

In 2000 I wrote a 2,500 word review of the
original work, reissued that year, criticising John
for using marriage as the paradigm for
homosexual relationships. Here I can comment
only briefly. I argue for friendship as the
paradigm, following on the work of Professor
Elizabeth Stuart in this field. I believe he
misunderstands the Book of Hosea and more
importantly the Hebrew concept of chesed.

In this new edition of his essay, Dr John has a
more closely argued critique of Dr Stuart, but
still insists that Christian homosexual
relationships should be sexually exclusive as
well as permanent, faithful and stable. It is his
failure to deal with this issue of sexual
exclusivity which is the main disappointment
of his work. He argues that the Church's
wisdom is 'to confine sexual activity to
permanent, faithful relationships' and I would
not disagree with that, but this is not the same
as saying that sexual expression should be
confined exclusively to one relationship.

Dr John is renowned for confusing celibacy
and chastity in his public statements, referring
to his relationship with his partner as a
'celibate' one; he makes the same mistake on
page xiii of the current book. All unmarried
people are celibate. What he means is that his
relationship is chaste, i.e. not involving sexual
activity. Is this perhaps indicative of his
conviction that marriage is the only model for
Christian sexual relationships?

Someone I know well lives in an exclusive
domestic civil partnership that does not include a
sexual element (like Jeffrey John and his
partner). But my friend has three longstanding
relationships, one of them of over forty years,
another of over twentyfive, and the third over
ten, each of which has a sexual component.
Those relationships are permanent, faithful and
stable but they are not sexually exclusive. Nor
are they mere anonymous or recreational
encounters (page 41).

Heterosexual marriage demands sexual
exclusivity for the sake of providing a stable
union lasting twenty years or more in which
children can flourish. This requirement does not
exist for homosexuals and whatever the proper
use of their sexual faculties may be, it is certainly
not designed for building a family unit, still less
for making babies.

Jeffrey John has followed the logic of his
position to argue for 'samesex marriage.' I
believe this is utterly wrong. But it is marvellous
to have the arguments presented so clearly and I
recommend this book to all with an open mind,
despite my disagreeing with his basic premise
and his conclusion. It makes a change from the

Permanent, Faithful, Stable – Christian Same-Sex Marriage
Jeffrey John

Reviewed by

Simon BrydenBrook

John Churcher, Dying to Live: Lessons from Mark, Circle Books, 2011, £12.99.

which the authors felt their respective
communities needed to know. The Gospels
were written in times of brutal persecution and
in the case of the Matthean and Lukan
communities in times of excommunication
from the synagogue. Much of the content of
the Gospels is social commentary and should
be understood in that way.

In the Gospel of John Jesus calls himself the
Way. In the Gospel of Mark we discover Jesus
the Wayfarer. For him the road is not always
straight nor the direction sure. One of the great
‘aha’ moments for Jesus was when he met the
SyroPhoenician woman. The mission was not
going at all well and Jesus needed a break to re

evaluate what was happening. The woman
waylaid him and asked desperately for him to
heal her daughter. Jesus was in a foul mood and
rebuked her. She, after all, was a gentile and the
good Jew Jesus had nothing to do with the
‘goyim’. But the woman was agile of wit and
riposted in such manner that Jesus had to admit
she was right. He granted her desire and learned
that faith was a gift that was not monopolised by
God’s people. He learned a lot about who the
Father is and about the ‘missio Dei’.

I very much enjoyed reading this book. It is full
of scholarly material written in simple language.
There are insights and reflections which will
reward the attentive reader.
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By a meticulous reading of
all Newman’s private and
published papers, Dr.

Stephen Kelly seeks to present a
more nuanced account than
heretofore of the Cardinal’s
thought. He shows the
importance of recognising that
Newman’s ideas evolved, and
that the opinions he held in the

early, Anglican, period of his life were later
modified or even completely reversed.

Born into the Victorian age of stability,
power and empire, Newman originally saw
the union of church and state as maintaining
Godgiven order, a bulwark against the sinful
propensities of men (he held an Augustinian
view of fallen humanity). But later, coming
to see the Church of England as ‘a creature
of the infidel parliament’, he advocated
disestablishment.

Newman at first considered the Irish to be
‘untrustworthy’ and was appalled by The
Catholic Emancipation Act of 1829, which he
saw as a threat to the established church. The
concepts of democracy and political liberalism
were anathema to him; he saw the former, like
the French Revolution, to be manifestations of
the Antichrist. His reaction to socialism was like
that of Joseph Ratzinger to the student riots of
1968. But, living in that country as founder and
head of the Catholic University of Ireland, he
later developed a genuine sympathy for Irish
Catholics demanding democratic reform. To the
horror of Archbishop Paul Cullen of Dublin he
even appointed Young Irelanders, whom the
former saw as ultra zealous patriots, to teach in
his university.

For the modern reader, the least sympathetic
aspect of Newman’s thought is his apparent
indifference to human poverty and suffering. In
fact he cared deeply and insisted on the
Christian duty of succour to the disadvantaged.
But he saw the unequal society of his time as, if

not Godordained, at least a given; his calling as
a priest was to serve the Heavenly Kingdom, not
any earthly one. Would he have modified this
stance in the light of Rerum Novarum,
promulgated the year after his death?

In the field of education Newman showed
himself to be a man of vision and an innovator.
For an Oxford undergraduate in his day the only
subjects on offer were Greek and Roman
language, history and philosophy, with some
mathematics. In his foundation, the Catholic
University of Ireland, Newman sought to set up
schools of political studies, agriculture,
engineering, English literature, archaeology, Irish
history and medicine – this last survives in
presentday UCD. He maintained that higher
education was not just for the elite, and to this
end, established evening lectures for men who
worked in the day.

On his conversion to Roman Catholicism,
Newman accepted the authority of the pope as
ordained by God, but did not consider his secular
power over the papal states to have been
beneficial. He did not choose to attend the 1870
Vatican Council, and though accepting the ruling
on infallibility, he deplored the tendency to apply
this to every pronouncement of the pope. In
addition, no decree of monarch or pontiff should
prevail over a man’s conscience.

John Henry Newman has rightly been seen as an
inspiration to the Second Vatican Council, if
only in his view that the laity are an intrinsic
part of the church, who may even ‘be consulted
on matters of doctrine’. Offering allegiance to
neither Whigs nor Tories, Cardinal Newman
was a ‘conservative’ of the best kind, open to
development and growth of ideas. He famously
declared that ‘to grow is to change, and to be
perfect is to have changed often’.

A Conservative at Heart? The social and political thought
of John Henry Newman. Stephen Kelly
The Columba Press 2012.

A Conservative at Heart?
The social and political thought of John Henry Newman.
Stephan Kelly

Reviewed by
Josephine Way

negativity offered by those who stigmatise
homosexuals as intrinsically disordered and tell
them they must remain alone and without
intimacy throughout their lives.

He has added a further 27 books to the original
bibliography of 22 but, tellingly, Jack Spong's
Living in Sin? (San Francisco: Harper & Row,

1988) has been removed. Nor oddly is there any
mention of John Boswell's SameSex Unions in
PreModern Europe (NY: Villard Books, 1994).

I write as a Catholic homosexual in a civil
partnership, opposed to 'gay marriage' as an
affront to the sacrament of matrimony.

Jeffrey John, Permanent, Faithful, Stable – Christian SameSex Marriage, London: DLT, 2012 pb, 72 pp, £6.99.
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The Theology of the Body in John Paul II, What it means, Why it matters. Richard M. Hogan, The World Among Us Press, £ 8. 95.

The Theology of the Body in John Paul II,
What it means, Why it matters.
Richard M. Hogan

Reviewed by
Elizabeth Price

Having read John Paul II’s
above book, I bought this
commentary on it to see

if anything in it could prove to
me that my utter disgust with it
was due to my own prejudice! A
particular view of John Paul II’s
from that book also appears in
the Catechism of the Catholic
Church 1607 speaking of the

Fall: “As a break with God, the first sin had for
its consequence the rupture of the original
communication between man and woman. Their
relations were distorted by mutual
recriminations, their mutual attraction, the
Creator’s own gift, changed into a relationship of
domination and lust”. The Scriptural reference
given for this is Gen.3:16 where God says to the
woman “Your desire shall be for your husband
and he shall have dominion over you”.

The Rev. Hogan writes of this text “Adam’s
shame and lust lead him to “dominate” the
woman Eve. The mechanism here is that Adam
feels in his body a strong lustful attraction to Eve
– a desire to take rather than give himself
through his sexuality. This feeling of lust does
not come gradually to Adam, as it does to most
of us when we begin puberty, but comes
suddenly as a result of original sin…..Eve for her
part, also experiences lust. And she feels shame
at not uniting with Adam in the full communion
of persons as God had intended. She desires
both to experience the full communion of
persons and to satisfy her lustful longings. The
pope says that she experiences an “insatiable
desire for a different union.” He seems to mean
that the experience of lust in women, combined
with their experience of domination by their
husbands, leads them to look for other unions,
that is for other men, who would not dominate
them and would satisfy their strong feelings of
attraction to the opposite sex. But obviously, the
pope doesn’t mean that only women are tempted
to cheat on their marriages” (p.82).

This is even worse than I had imagined! I had
always thought that the word “domination”
substituted for “dominion” was a crude
misunderstanding of semantics and that God was
not the kind of sadistic brute who would change
for ever the most fundamental relationship he
had created into a hideous sintrap. I have been
published in The Catholic Times as saying that I
thought this text properly meant that just as my

desire is to please the Lord and he has dominion
over me, so in a lesser way do I desire to please
my darling husband, and he takes the leadership
role.

Today Tuesday, Thirtieth Week in Ordinary Time
Year II, I was asked to read at Mass that text
from Paul to the Ephesians 5:2133 and I smiled
as I read “and as the Church submits to Christ, so
should wives to their husband in everything”. I
read that as a lovely paraphrase of Gen. 3:16.
The Church’s desire is for her Spouse, and He
has dominion over her”.

It is imperative to remember Augustine’s
Marriage and Concupiscence suggests that the
unruly phallus is an indication of the Fall – an
idea John Paul II supports in the above text.
Based on his experience of fornication, rather
than loving marriage, Augustine imagined that
the sexual magnetism between husband and wife
which is a part of their “being one flesh,
therefore no longer two but one” was the pull of
lust making them have intercourse far in excess
of procreative need. This gave him the right to
charge couples with mortal or venial sin for
every act of intercourse which was not
procreative in intention or form. The greatest and
continuous attacks on the union of marriage have
since come from celibate clerics thinking it was
their duty to help their married flock stamp out
lust in the matrimonial bed by the practice of
conjugal chastity seen as continence not mutual
fidelity. The last vestige of this today is the
monthly continence of NFP, and the insistence
that intercourse must be procreative in form –
procreation having been its only justification in
Augustine’s terms.

If anyone wants to get even more angry with JP2
I suggest this book as bedside reading to learn
how to conduct their matrimonial relationship!
Where JP2 is dishonest is that he does not
mention Augustine at all in this book, as he did
in his earlier Love and Responsibility.
(Augustine’s ideas had been criticised by various
Bishops in Vatican II.) He tries throughout to
prove the truth of Augustine’s teaching with a
similar distortion of other texts from Scripture as
he does Gen. 3:16. I leave everyone to pick up
my hint above as to why he personally finds
Augustine so convincing. I am glad the idea of
Original Sin and its effects are now being
questioned by many reputable theologians!
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The title of this important
book, taken from the
Gospel of Matthew 25, 1

5, has a twofold reference: one,
without oil the maidens could
not possibly illumine the way for
the bridegroom; two, more
contemporary, without oil our
civilization will cease to
function. The authors have
written to alert us to the reality

of ‘peak oil’ and to prepare us for a postoil future.

In a chapter on the Bible they quote
Ecclesiastes 7. 29, Jerusalem Bible translation,
thus: “God made man simple; man’s complex
problems are of his own devising.” As a
species we have gone beyond the complex to
what might turn out to be catastrophic. Three
huge challenges now face us: the first is cheap
food; affordable energy; and available water. If
Qoheleth, author of Ecclesiastes were here
today he might write something like: we will
not be punished for our sins; we will be
punished by our sins.

The book brings together the apparently
disparate elements of faith, fuel and energy
crisis. It seeks to answer many questions about
our common future: why are gas and electricity
prices going up; what risks are there in drilling
for shale oil; what about solar panels; should we
build new nuclear facilities etc.

Christian churches have been very slow to take on
board the environment agenda. Our lentitude is due
in part to a Mancentred reading of Scripture which
has given us ‘dominion’ over the creation and so the
right to do with it as we please. The rise of Gaia
theory has provoked fears of paganism in some
churches. Many churches are blind to the necessity
of caring for the environment because of their
concern for the salvation of souls. Yet others await
an ‘end of times’ scenario in which the Son of Man
will come on the clouds and provoke war and
turmoil which will bring about the final destruction
of the kingdom of Satan and bring about the birth of
a new creation. Perhaps worst of all, we have
bought into our own materialism and the
consumerist society spawned by that materialism.

A few years ago the Anglican Bishop of London,
Richard Chartres, caused a minor furore when he
said that to drive a car is a sin. He wanted to
point out, I suppose, that we have new ethical
questions confronting us. One of them is how we
use scarce resources, e.g. oil and water. How are
we going to cope in the approaching era of more
expensive food? And how many children may we
have, considering that the carrycapacity of this
island is 23 million and our current population is
61 million.

This book is a serious christian reflection on our
current planetary situation, based on serious,
professional study. It can read like ‘doom and
gloom’ but it is high on Christian hope and how to
translate that hope into new social organisation, a
different civilisation and a renewed culture.

Reviewed by
Frank Regan

No Oil in the Lamp
Andy Mellon and Neil Hollow

Andy Mellon and Neil Hollow, No Oil in the Lamp, DLT, 2012, £12.99.

65 year old Bernard Lynch
is a very unusual Catholic
priest living in London.

Born and brought up in Ireland,
he is a member of a missionary
order and boasts of having a
husband, Billy Desmond. He
was at the centre of a celebrated
trial in New York in 1988 on a
charge of having sexually

molested an adolescent boy. Declared innocent at
the end of the trial, it appeared that the local
district attorney's office had collaborated with the
Catholic authorities in trumping up the charges to
punish the priest for his pastoral work with
homosexuals. [Bernard Lynch, A Priest on Trial,
Bloomsbury, 1993]

This later work is rather shorter but, like his other
book, is largely autobiographical. Indeed some of
the other material he includes, articles, homilies
and so on, add very little to the story of his life.
His account is brutally honest, bordering on the
offensive at times (and not only to 'pious ears') and
paints a horrifying picture of the sexual hypocrisy
rife in the Church in the Ireland of his youth.

One does not have to share his strongly held
beliefs that gay Catholic priests are entitled to be
sexually active or that marriage should be
available to homosexual couples to be able to
benefit from this honest account of a life of
courageous ministry. It is said that the Vatican is
seeking to persuade his order to dismiss him. This
shocking tale will do him no favours in Rome.

If it wasn't Love; a Journal about Sex, Death and God
Bernard J Lynch

Reviewed by
Simon BrydenBrook

Bernard J Lynch, If it wasn't Love; a Journal about Sex, Death and God, Circle Books, Winchester, 2012 pb, 139 pp, £9.99.
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NEWS
Pope Calls Us Judas. 30.08.12

Pope Benedict XVI delivered an address from the
Vatican on Sunday 26 August in which he
suggested that those who disagree with Catholic
teachings or do not believe in Jesus Christ should
leave the church rather than become betrayers
like Judas. Judas bore the mark of the devil.

LifeSiteNews reported that Monsignor Ignacio
Barreiro, the Human Life International Rome
Director, confirmed that the pope’s comments are
very much related to the Catholic Church’s
formal teachings in support of traditional
marriage and prolife views.

Stoyan Zaimov, LifeSiteNews.

Cardinal Martini Indicts
Wojtyla/Ratzinger Papacies in Last
Interview
Cardinal Carlo Maria Martini gave a last
interview two weeks before his death on 31
August. In it he compared the Church to the rich
young man who went away sad because he had
many possessions. He said he advised the Pope to
find twelve people with the passion of John the
Baptist, the fidelity of Mary Magdalene and the
daring of St Paul. They should be burning with
desire to be near the poor. The Church is
exhausted. It needs conversion and a change of
direction. Its attitude to the body and to sexuality
must change. Secondly, the Bible must
accompany our people as they look into their
own hearts to discern the way forward to renew
the Church. Finally, the sacraments are helps to
our people as they travel in the Way to the Father,
especially to those who are weak and in difficult
spiritual situations. The Church is 200 years
behind the times. It does not stir because it is
fearful. Only love can cast out fear.

John L Allen’s blog

AntiChristian Persecution,
150,000 per year

It is a shocking fact that there is a high level of
persecution of Christians in different parts of the
world. Every year there are 150,000 martyrs, 17
per hour, whose deaths are related in some way
to their Christian faith.

Source: John Allen

Death of God Theologian Dies.

10.09.12

“God is not necessary, but he is inevitable. He is
wholly other and wholly present. Faith in him,
the conversion of our human reality, both
culturally and existentially, is the demand he still
makes upon us.” So wrote Gabriel Vahanian, a
theologian, in his 1964 book, “Wait Without
Idols.” His critique of attempts to trivialize and
modernize Christianity led to the socalled “death
of God” movement in the 1960s. Vahanian died
Thursday at the age of 85.

(New York Times)

Young People and Religion
14.09.12

A poll for the BBC's Religion & Ethics
Department shows that young people put religion
near the bottom of their list of moral priorities.
TNS BMRB polled 585 16–24 year olds for the
Corporation. They found that the top priority for
59% of them was "looking after your family".
Only 4% said having a religious faith or belief
was important for them.

Asked whether they or their parents' generation
was the more concerned about morals, more than
a quarter (27 per cent) said they thought they
were the same, while 13 per cent said they
thought young people were more concerned. Of
the "moral issues" mentioned in the poll:

59% of those questioned said looking after their
family was most important

12% said it was putting others first

8% cited being faithful to a partner

5% listed caring for the environment

4% felt paying taxes was most important

4% said playing a part in the local community

4% cited having religious faith

1% listed buying ethical products.

Source: BBC

The following items are taken from various news media. They touch on topics which are of interest to our
readers. We hope to make this a regular feature of RENEW.
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Lord, make me a channel of disturbance.
Where there is apathy, let me provoke.
Where there is compliance, let me bring questioning.
Where there is silence, may I be a voice.
Where there is too much comfort and too little action, grant disruption.
Where there are doors closed and hearts locked,
grant the willingness to listen.

When Laws dictate and pain is overlooked…
when tradition speaks louder than need…
when we refuse to take control of our own lives…
our own church…our own poor…
disturb us, O Lord, teach us to be radical.
Grant that I may seek rather to do

justice than to talk about it,
to be with, as well as for, the poor,
to love the unlovable as well as the lovely,
to touch the passion of Jesus in the pain of those we meet,
to accept responsibility to be church.
Lord, make me a channel of disturbance.

Author Unknown

Disturbance Prayer

German Catholics Told: Pay and
Pray, 26.09.12
Roman Catholic activists in Germany have
criticised a decree that denies sacraments and
religious burials to people who opt out of a
"church tax". Bishops issued the decree on Friday,
warning Catholics who stop paying the tax they
would be excluded from all religious activities,
including working in a church, becoming a
godparent or taking part in parish activities.

"'Pay and pray' is a completely wrong signal at
the wrong time," the reformist movement We Are
Church said on Monday. The group said the
decree "shows the great fear of the German
bishops and the Vatican about further serious
losses in church tax revenue".

A conservative group called the Union of
Associations, which is loyal to the pope, asked
why Catholics who stopped paying the tax would
be punished but those it called heretics could stay
in its ranks.

"So sacraments are for sale – whoever pays the
church tax can receive the sacraments," it said in a
statement, saying the link the decree created "goes
beyond the sale of indulgences that [Martin]
Luther denounced" at the start of the Reformation.

(The National Catholic Reporter)

Call to Action, London, 10.10.12

Huge support for ‘A Call to Action’ on Church
renewal.
Around 400 people attended a second meeting of
the movement ‘A Call to Action’, which is
fostering dialogue about the future direction of
the Church and Church renewal in Britain. The
organisers were “overwhelmed” by the
attendance, which forced the gathering out of
Heythrop College in Kensington and into nearby
St Mary Abbots Church. Nearly every diocese of
England and Wales was represented and priests,
religious and laity were there in good numbers.

Ellen Teague (Independent Catholic News)

The crimes of child abusers like
Jimmy Savile and paedophile
priests are only possible within a
culture of secrecy and denial.

(From the cover of The Tablet 27 Oct 2012)

The BBC’s real crime was to act
like the Catholic Church.

(columnheading inTheGuardian27Oct2012)
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The foundations of the Vatican Tower of Babel are already
crumbling. The Vatileaks scandal is only one symptom. The
postVatican II Pentecost is still happening. Its waves are gently
wearing away the seams of the construction. Thousands of voices
will be heard, each bearing witness from thousands of different
experiences of faith, in thousands of languages, in multitudes of
theologies, that God is love and they who abide in God abide in
love. That love will cast out fear. Meanwhile we await a Pastor of
vision and courage who will hand us an egg and not a scorpion;
bread and not a stone.

Frank Regan August 2012
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In Search of the Good Shepherd

We have been living a historical and social process in
which the tribal, the national and the collective have
lost their power to help us to establish identity and

search for meaning. Our centres no longer hold. The parent, the
pastor, the police, the politician are no longer symbols of our
loyalties, our morality, our identity or our belongingness. They
are no longer points of reference, of anchorage, of refuge or of
counsel.

Since the 1960s, we have lived in a postModernity which has
accentuated and accelerated diverse processes of secularisation
in the areas of the economy (the production of wealth), politics
(the distribution of wealth) and society (where wealth is used
and exhibited). The politics of the 1980s summed it up well:
“The economy is the method. The object is to change the soul.”
(Margaret Thatcher, PM). God has been relegated to the
nostalgic. Maybe he is missed. He is certainly not needed.

Our church is part of that postModern scene. The core
experiences of the last forty years have been of change and
loss. We have been helpless regarding them. Priests have left;
laypersons have left. Those of us left will soon be gone on to
our next stage. Two generations of young people have
forgotten their Christian story. New currents of thought have
arisen which have raised questions about life, meaning and
identity which the church has not been able to withstand. Nor
has the church been able to mount a counter testimony to our
age’s crass materialism.

In response to those new currents and challenges the
papacies of Wojtyla and Ratzinger have laboured to build
another Tower of Babel where thought and language, faith
and belief, culture and teaching would all be uniform and
where order reigns. Anyone perceived as out of order is
silenced or worse. Thus Tina Beattie has twice been
‘disinvited’ to speak at important theological forums.
Archbishop Vincent Nichols will not receive the red hat
until he somehow manages to distance himself from the
Soho Masses. And Pope Benedict himself has mounted his
‘bully pulpit’ to say to us who might have disagreements
about some articles of Church teaching on sex, gender and
human reproduction that we are like Judas who bore the
mark of the devil. We should leave the Church, he says.

Ratzinger grew up, as did Wojtyla, under savagely
authoritarian regimes. There was no place for even an
aspirational practice of democracy or participation. Books
were burned, the Confessing Church was persecuted, and
minorities were scapegoated, persecuted, driven into exile or
eliminated. It is a worrying thought which cannot be evaded.
Where does Benedict’s “liquidationist” bent come from? Why
is he willing to demonise so many of the faithful, call them
‘Judas’ and tell them to leave. Why is he so insecure in his
faith, so cowed by fear, that his only response is “Depart from
me?”. These are diametrically opposite to the Words of Christ,
“Come to me”.
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